
Using the SAMR 

model to examine 

technology for 

learning 





How you feel about technology?
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Quiz/Polling software

• Mentimeter (Short questions, images)

• GoSoapBox (Longer questions)

• Kahoot (Groups, games)

• Socrative (Ghosting)



SAMR is

a model 

that categorizes

integration of 

technology 



Trying to answer: 
• is the tech required? 

• is the tech a good fit? 

• is it worth it? 

• how to best implement it?
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Puentedura, R. (2006). Transformation, technology, and education [Blog post]. http://hippasus.com/resources/tte/. 
Diagram: https://www.showbie.com/using-showbie-with-the-samr-model/

http://hippasus.com/resources/tte/
https://www.showbie.com/using-showbie-with-the-samr-model/


For example…

https://youtu.be/SC5ARwUkVQg

https://youtu.be/SC5ARwUkVQg
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Puentedura, R. (2006). Transformation, technology, and education [Blog post]. http://hippasus.com/resources/tte/. 
Diagram: https://www.showbie.com/using-showbie-with-the-samr-model/

What will be 
gained by 
replacing?

What do the 
features add?

Does the tech 
facilitate
different LO’s

Does tech make
a new activity

possible?

http://hippasus.com/resources/tte/
https://www.showbie.com/using-showbie-with-the-samr-model/


Create

Evaluate

Analyze

Apply

Understand

Remember

Diagram is based on Kathy Schrock’s take on SAMR & Bloom’s http://www.schrockguide.net/samr.html

http://www.schrockguide.net/samr.html




Use of SAMR
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Use of SAMR
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Criticism
• theoretical basis and 

evidence

• context

• hierarchy

• different interpretations 

+ applications (misuse)

Hamilton, E., Rosenberg, J., & Akeaoglu, M. (2016).The substitution augmentation modification 
redefinition model (SAMR) model: A critical review and suggestions for its use. Tech Trends, 60:5 433-441. 
DOI 10.1007/s11528-016-0091-y

Miller, K. & Putnam, L. (2015). More of the same? Understanding transformation in tablet-based 
academic library Instruction. Internet Reference Services Quarterly, 20:105–126. DOI: 
10.1080/10875301.2015.1092188



SAMR is NOT

A tool for evaluating…

• instruction, or instructor professional 

development 

• large scale implementation of 

technology



Why I use it

• flexible – student focused 

• helps isolate tech from activity & 

pedagogy

• entry into understanding the impact 

of technology on learning

• perfect for applying to a single 

activity or assignment

• simple enough to use as part of a 

team



LO>ACTIVITY>TECH>IMP

How I use SAMR:

Start w context



REFLECTING



MARS



RAMS



ARMS



Starting Topic Focused Question Keywords

Residential Schools The History of Blue Quills Residential School Blue Quills, St.Paul, History

Healthcare (In)access 

& Discrimination

What are some factors that contribute to patient-doctor 

dissonance between Indigenous people and the Canadian 

healthcare system? How can this be reconciled?

Healthcare, health access, 

Canadian healthcare, 

mental health, patient-

doctor dissonance, patient 

relationships, cultural 

competency, anti-

oppressive practice, 

institutional racism, 

healing, intergenerational 

trauma

Language 

Revitalization

What does language revitalization look like in our local, 

Edmonton, Treaty 6, context? 

Language rights, culture, 

cree (nehiyaw), Alternative 

narratives

Anthropology 250
Professor Katie Sinclair

Topic Crafting with Google Docs



SAMR Reflection – replacing paper 
with Google doc for topic brainstorm

Cost

• 5-10 min

• Typing in tiny URL

= worth it

Benefit

• Easier collaboration –
group access after class

• Anonymous sharing

• Engagement

• Better topics
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Convenient

So much work

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOT WORTH IT!



Anthropology 101
Professor Katie Sinclair

Evaluating with Google Docs





Anthropology 101
Professor Katie Sinclair & Kim Peacock, Tech Coordinator

Bonding with Aurasma AR app



In pairs…

• Discuss if you think the ANTH 101 

activity is using Aurasma at the 

Substitution, Augmentation, 

Modification or Redefinition level and 

why

• Share your answer: 
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Astronomy 120/122
Dr. Stefan Cartledge

Wiki with Pbworks - Blackboard 

Astrophotography



Evolution of the wiki

• Made better use of wiki 

features to benefit LO’s

• Added more collaborative, 

interactive, interest-based, 

peer evaluation



The types of distances and variability in the types of solar systems we can get.
I think we all have used wikipedia but never thought how much effort needs to be put in to 
create a wikipage. Just the fact that we had to do extensive research on the topic and then take 
all of that information and write in a form that is easy to understand was the most challenging 
and part.
How to search for appropriate sources, that are credible.
Our topic was Adaptive Optics, and prior to completing the wiki assignment, I did not 
understand how adaptive optics work. Was very interesting learning about AO systems.
I really hate APA citation.
I did not particularly enjoy the Wiki project, so I guess it confirmed that I do not enjoy group 
work. In saying that, I felt it went well in spite of that.
The value of the contract
How to distinguish credible websites.
I learned so much about exoplanets which made me interested enough want to continue with 
Astronomy.
I was fascinated by the many different ways that we, humans, can view the universe through 
many different types of electromagnetic radiation, and it interested me to learn about the 
ways that technology allows researchers to achieve those visualizations and data that allows 
us to understand our universe.
I found that for me the wiki project made me want to know more about the different robotic 
missions. I'm really interested in the surface conditions of other planets so it was neat to find 
information on our own!

What is one thing you learned that stays with you?



Feedback/Improvements

• Deadlines/Timeline

• Clarity – More examples

• More Technology support (1 comment)



Nursing 424 – High Priority Populations
Professor Mona Haimour & Kim Peacock, Tech Coordinator

UN Sustainable Development Goal’s with Pictochart, 

Biteable video & Twitter



Do you think what you learned about your topic 

and the SDG’s be useful to you as a nurse?

Yes, because of it's impact on the lives of many 
individuals I will eventually serve.

Do you think what you learned about making 

videos/infographics and using twitter will be useful 

to you as a nurse?

I don't think it will be helpful because I don't think 
there is any relevance to what I plan on going into as 
a career path, for my nursing career.

I greatly appreciate this fun project more than 
writing a paper! It was a thoughtful choice!



Unintended Consequences

• Hidden competencies and required learning 

areas that distracted from main learning 

objectives

• Students did more work than was required

• Students worked ahead of our schedule



Learning goals decide where & how to use tech

Making/Technology Activity

Tech skills/knowledge is 

primary focus

TECH/DIG LIT

INFO LIT

SUBJECT 
CONTENT

TECH/DIG LIT

INFO LIT

SUBJECT 
CONTENT

Subject Content Activity 

Use of tech is a means to 

an end



What do you want 
to try?

Use SAMR to weigh the value of 

technology & features to your 

learning design
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Contact:

Martina King

kingm10@macewan.ca

mailto:kingm10@macewan.ca

